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Developed production plan and schedule

Every beginning of the semester, I worked with directors, supervisors and artists to figure 
out a plan that both benefit the production team and the artist. I helped created the Assets 
& Shots based on the Animatic and our goal. Then I bidded Assets & Shot days by shotgun 
and spreadsheet, which will help me create the schedule for the project. 

Episode Production Timeline



Created Assets & Shots in Shotgun 

As I created Assets & Shots in Shotgun, I also divided a spreadsheet to tracking down 
every task’s status. With this task spreadsheet, the production team could easier track 
down how is the task progressing. 

Shotgun assets manage



CG Assets Plan



Updated Project Bible

We developed a Bible for the team. It includes project global settings,naming conventions 
and weekly deadline, etc. I updated the changed information in the Bible every semester, 
such as production meeting schedule and production team contact info. 

Team Contact Informantion Weekly Deadline and Dailies Schedule



Naming Convention Project Global Settings



With the guideline in Bible, not only helped our artists to understand the 
rules in the studio, but also make production team easier to manage 

the project.



Conducted animation/CG assets dailies reviews and meeting

I prepared review playlist before the dailies and meetings. In Studio X, I use Shotgun to 
present people’s artwork and put notes on it. During the meeting, I also responsible to lead 
the conversation and made my team focus on the topic. After the meeting, I published the 
notes and follow up the action plan.





Tasks Notes

Mondays

1. Create Four Playlists: 
● Dailies_Tuesday
● CGDailies_Wednesday
● Produciton_Meeting
● Animation_Workshop_Friday

>Playlist naming convention 
consistency
>Easier to search with keyword in 
Shotgun

Tuesdays

1. Check the animation update again and add them to the playlist Dailies_Tuesday
(Some animators would update their shots at midnight so that you have to check again on 
Tuesday morning.)
2. Around 9:00 AM send the Dailies_Tuesday to director and co-director. 
They will put their notes on Shotgun.
3. Attend animation dailies at 12:00 noon 
(arrive in the meeting room at least 15 mins earlier, set up computers)
4. Publish the notes after the dailies

>Tom and Lysandra usually arrives at 
their office at 9:00 AM and start to 
review the dailies at around 10:30 AM

Wednesdays

1. Send the production meeting reminder email at 9:00 AM.
2. Check the CG dailies update and add them to the playlist CGDailies_Wednesday
3. Attend CG dailies at 5:00 PM 
(CG dailies schedule might change sometimes, check-in with CG coordinator in the 
morning)

Before night: 
4.Add last week’s Workshop animation shots to Tuesday_Dailies.

>Some workshop’s animation shots 
wouldn’t have updates on Tuesday. 
>Easier for Image Editor use the link 
and download all animation updates for 
one week. 
>Don’t add them before Tuesday 
because you will send them 
Tuesday_Dailies to review and put the 
notes. So, you won’t want to let them 
feel confused. 

Organized and maintained routines:



Tasks Notes

Thursdays
1. Check the Production Meeting update and add them to the playlist 
Produciton_Meeting

Fridays

1. Arrive at the meeting room 30 mins earlier 
2. Test the Zoom, audio, mic and screen. 
3. Double check all the playlist materials. 
4. After the production meeting and workshop, write the meeting minutes and update 
the report. 

Prepare an extra Laptop or Ipad, 
in case the webcam not working

Organized and maintained routines:



Communicated with directors, supervisors and artists

In production, we faced many difficulties and challenges, such as the art direction or rigging 
issue. So, I needed to get the right people and communicate with them to help do 
troubleshooting. Our artists were from different countries. It was a challenge to keep 
everyone know the goal and on the same page. Therefore, I visualized some description to 
help team members to achieve the art style which directors want and meet the deadline for 
their work.









To separate the characters in previs, I helped to add 
some color circle by Premiere pro and send it to the 
rigging and previs team. So they could give basic 
different color shape to different characters. It helps 
the production team to quickly located the character’s 
name by identifying the color shading. 



Arranged the animation workshops and events

In order to control the animation quality, animation style consistency and create a 
collaborative environment, we held an animation workshop every week. During the 
workshop, we let the artist have a comfort zone to discuss their animation ideas with 
directors. In addition, they shared skills, tips and tricks with each other. The workshop 
really helps the artist team up together to create a collaborative environment and maintain 
the production in good management. 





Recruited talent

The production crew is really important because the production has various tasks in the 
animation pipeline. I helped design badges and print out posters to promote our animation 
project. In order to get more people interested in working with our project. We also went to 
Tea Time club to pitch our project. 





Improved production management

We respected our talent as a team and we were family. Every semester, I sent out a survey 
to the team and collect feedbacks from our artist. I will also spend some time really talk 
with them in person to listen how do they feel about working in our team. 


